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Shemaroo Entertainment Limited was incorporated in 1962 as a book circulating library in Mumbai, from there
on Shemaroo has evolved itself with the changing mediums of entertainment consumption - In 1987 Shemaroo started with home video distribution wherein it distributed VCD’s then DVD’s and then Bluray’s, this business has become obsolete and is on the verge of extinction at Shemaroo and across the entire
industry.
- In 1993 Shemaroo forayed into broadcast syndication business i.e. monetizing intellectual property rights
through TV channels – this has now become the largest business of Shemaroo.
- In 2008 and 2009 Shemaroo begin with ‘New Media’ business – i.e. monetizing its content library through
newer consumption mediums like internet (YouTube, Hotstar, Hooq, etc) and mobile & telecom platform
(MVAS), this has now become the fastest growing business for Shemaroo.
Shemaroo has now completed more than five decades in media and entertainment industry with experience of
just about every trend in content aggregation and distribution business. With completion of five decades in the
business – the company has witnessed three generations of management, with younger managers like Mr. Jai
Maroo taking care of the ‘New Media’ business.
In the simplest words possible, today Shemaroo’s business is to aggregate content rights from various content
creators (i.e. producers, media & production houses, etc.) and monetizing these investments through various
mediums (like broadcast syndication, mobile, internet, etc.) to earn the maximum possible return on their
investments...
Today Shemaroo’s content library has 3,400 titles – these titles include various forms of content ranging from
movies in Hindi as well as various regional languages, music collections & catalogues, and a range of special
interest content like devotional programs, animated kids content, etc. Following table gives an account of the
various forms of content as of 2016 –
Sr. No.
1

Types of Content
Hindi Films

Perpetual Titles
423

Limited Ownership Titles
1394

Total Number of Titles
1817

2

Regional Titles

440

927

1367

3

Special Interest Content

49

199

248

TOTAL

912

2520

3432

The following table categorizes content into two categories – i.e. Perpetual Titles and Limited
Ownership Titles (Aggregated rights), so what do these rights mean?
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Perpetual Rights – refers to complete ownership of rights across - all the platforms (broadcast,
internet, etc.), all geographies, perpetually.
Aggregated Rights/Limited Ownership Rights – refers to rights limited by factors such as period of
usage, platforms and geographies or a combination thereof.
With 3400 titles Shemaroo has become one of the largest content aggregators in the industry, amongst
listed competitors are players like EROS which has 2000 titles, Balaji Telefilms which has just 30 movie
titles, there are also other unlisted competitors with smaller libraries like Ultra (with 1500 titles
according to my scuttlebutt), Rajshri (with 1000+ titles) and Venus (with 100+ satellite rights) however
the exact data isn’t available.
So what makes Shemaroo’s business model unique?
Firstly, while there are many content aggregators and distributers – there aren’t many independent
and pure content aggregators, who are purely involved in the business of aggregating and distributing
rights, and none at the scale of Shemaroo. The general industry trend is that most content creators (i.e.
production & media houses, producers) act as their own distributers and they distribute mostly the
content that is produced by them.
Shemaroo doesn’t believe in this strategy, in fact it’s entire business model is built around mitigating
risk of unsuccessful content production – for this very reason Shemaroo doesn’t participate in prerelease bidding or primary (first) bidding cycle of a movie, it only participates in subsequent monetizing
cycles of movies where the predictability of success and reliability of the content is established.
Generally a typical monetization cycle is of 5 years, sometimes 7 years. For example let’s say a movie
named ‘Dangal’ was released in the year 2016, now although ‘Dangal’ turned out to be one of the
biggest blockbusters in 2016 – Shemaroo wouldn’t participate in either its pre-release bidding (sale of
C & S rights before the release) or its primary monetization cycle – simply because of two reasons –
A) The bidding of C & S rights in the primary cycle is very intense and the rights generally are sold
very expensive, in fact if a movie right is sold at Rs. 100 in its primary cycle the cost of
acquisition comes down to as much as Rs. 15-25 in the second cycle of monetization, Shemaroo
believes that it becomes very difficult to monetize expensive content at rates that allow one to
earn sufficient return on the investment, in fact it believes that although secondary cycle
content doesn’t generate extravagant premiums from broadcasters, they are comparatively so
inexpensive that it becomes very easy to generate sufficient return on these investments.
B) According to Shemaroo what is compelling content for theaters might not be compelling for
TV, meaning that some of the biggest blockbusters are also not successful when it comes to TV
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and some less performing movies in theater might do better on TV, hence the company
analyses any given contents performance in its initial cycle of monetization through various
processes and then tries to find out what will work best on TV.
Shemaroo also isn’t involved in production of movies, it used to produce 1-2 mid-budget films every
year however it hasn’t even produced a single movie in the past 2-3 years, the management has also
assured that not more than 10% of the Balance Sheet will ever be exposed to movies, currently this
figure isn’t even 1% of the Balance Sheet.
While Shemaroo follows this strategy most content aggregators and media houses follow a different
strategy of acquiring content.
Following are some extracts from the Annual Reports of Eros and Balaji Telefims –
“We set and create trends for the industry to emulate consistently.”
“We predict what our audiences want to watch, building a vertically integrated business model, ownership
of a vast unparalleled content library, and always being at the forefront of change”
“Our business model is built around securing content through co-production or acquisition deals and
monetizing it...”
-

Eros 2016 Annual Report

“Some of the key initiatives are



Shift from acquisition of content to in-house development
International alliances and mentoring for content development”

“We operate as a vertically integrated studio model...”
-

Balaji Telefilms 2016 Annual Report

The following extracts explain that EROS and Balaji Telefilms are not only in the business of
content aggregation & distribution but also in the business of content creation, in fact for EROS only
30% of revenue comes monetization of content through Cable & Satellite rights, the rest of it comes
from theatrical and overseas revenue.
It’s not just that content creators have only a part of revenue coming from monetizing content
through C & S rights and digital mediums, but the content creation business also affects the content
aggregation business – one noticeable trend is that, companies trying to do both content creation
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and aggregation become more inclined towards acquiring content through co-production of
content and many a times restrict their library to only content produced by them.
More on Shemaroo’s content library –










Quite frankly it’s very difficult to judge Shemaroo’s content library as the complete detailed
list of the library isn’t available, however basic research of its website and YouTube channel
would suggest that a large part of Shemaroo’s title are vintage. In my discussions with the
representatives of the company I got to know that most of Shemaroo’s perpetual rights are
vintage while 60% of the aggregated rights are in the years ranging from 2000-2010, and
the rest majorly constitute of older rights. Another observation that can be made in this
industry is that most of the pure content aggregators have older collection with relatively
fewer new titles, while most of the active media & production houses have relatively smaller
libraries & higher share of newer movies. Although Shemaroo says that it doesn’t look at the
content from the lens of age but other attributes that make it more compelling and
‘evergreen’ – like cast, genre, production house track record, box office collection, etc.
Some of Shemaroo’s evergreen movies are titles like - Main Hoon Na, Jab We Met, Om
Shanti Om, Mujse Shaadi Karogi, etc.
One more interesting advantage that Shemaroo thinks its content library provides, is its
ability to sell content in bundled format i.e. most of the C & S rights aren’t sold individually
but in form of packages and bundles, and since Shemaroo has such a vast library of 3400+
titles it has the ability to create these packages more easily – for example, a typical movie
channel on an average has to show 7-8 movies daily, and so there has to be movies that
are to be shown in hours except for the prime time – this is where the ‘not so compelling
content’ category steps in. In fact according to Shemaroo on an average every broadcast
network seeks to acquire anywhere between 15-30 new movies every year, however they
require several hundred films in fact probably in the range of about 1,000 movies in its
library, and hence catalogues or library (likes of Shemaroo) become the staple food of
the channel and therefore this is something which always sees a certain amount of
steady demand.
It is very difficult to judge the aggregate/limited rights in the library, since an aggregated

right could be limited due to any of the factors mentioned above. It becomes very difficult
to judge an aggregated rights library just by looking at the number of titles or any content
library, as a matter of fact without having complete information about the library;
however this remains as a problem across the industry.
An interesting point to note about the revenue concentration at Shemaroo is that – top 10%
of Shemaroo’s titles contribute to more than 50% of the revenues; in fact according to the
June 2015 Con Call a typical 80-20 rule would be applicable on Shemaroo’s library.
The film industry at large remains very fragmented i.e. India has more than 2000 producers
with an average holding of 5-7 titles. Now this is where Shemaroo steps in, Shemaroo’s role
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as an intermediary is to reduce the hassle on the part of the big broadcaster who can’t
approach each and every producer to acquire their content, and hence Shemaroo taps that
market and accumulates an entire catalogue at one place. (This is an unconfirmed data
point mentioned by company representatives in its conversation)

Now let’s discuss the various mediums of monetizing content –
Broadcast Syndication – Shemaroo has a very large content library which it syndicates to various
broadcasting channels – on satellite television, terrestrial television and cable television. The company
has also launched subscription based services on DTH platforms (like TataSky) across various genres like
Movies, Devotion, Comedy, Regional, etc.
Broadcast Syndication as a revenue stream contributes 78% of the revenue (2017) and has grown at a
CAGR of 14% for the last 6 years ending 2017, this stream forms the core of Shemaroo’s business and
has grown at a pace higher than that of the Cable & Satellite Television Rights segment (Subset of Film
Industry Revenue) – which has grown at a pace of around 10% according to various industry reports.
While Cable & Satellite segment has grown at a pace of 10%, the advertisement part of the television
industry has grown at a pace of 10-12% and is expected to record a CAGR of 14-15% in the coming five
years due to the benefits to be derived from the delayed implementation of digitalization and the
recent reforms in the TV industry. (According to FICCI-KPMG)
Talking about Cable & Satellite segment as a part of film industry – let us understand in more depth
where does it stand – following is table showing the various revenue streams of the film industry (Steady Growth for India’s Film Industry)
Revenues (INR Billions)
Domestic theatrical
Overseas theatrical
Cable & Satellite rights
Home Video
Ancillary Revenue streams
Total

2014
93.5
8.6
14.7
1.2
8.4
126.4

2015
101.4
9.6
15.9
1
10.2
138.1

2016 (P)

2017 (P)

2020 (P)

115.8
11.4
18.2
0.9
12.5
158.8

125.7
12.4
19.8
0.8
15.4
174.1

159.9
15.6
25.1
0.6
26.1
227.3

Growth in
2015 on 2014
8.50%
11.50%
8.10%
-14.00%
22.30%
9.30%

CAGR
(2015-20)
9.50%
10.90%
9.50%
12.20%
21.10%
10.60%

While C & S rights as of 2016 formed 12% (1600 Cr) of the total industry – this isn’t the entire market
space for Shemaroo’s syndication business – as mentioned earlier Shemaroo only participates in
secondary cycles of content monetization leaving out the expensive primary cycle and hence a good
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chunk of the industry. According to Shemaroo – 90-95% of a movie’s revenue is contributed by the
theatrical, television rights in the first cycle of monetization and the rest 5-10% is contributed by
subsequent cycles where Shemaroo actively participates – this figure as of 2015 formed a market size
of roughly 700-1400 Cr for Shemaroo.
Although selling broadcasting rights is technically a part of Cable & Satellite segment of the films
industry, this business is directly affected by the performance of advertising industry and the hence the
industries that advertise most on television platform – according to FICCI-KPMG 2017 data, FMCG
industry contributes around 50-55% of the advertising on national channels while local channels are
dominated by various industries like – real estate, jewelers, etc. This means that any adverse factors
that affect the advertisement industry affect Shemaroo – one such recent event is Demonetization, the
months following demonetization witnessed slowdown in advertisement especially in the unorganized
segment, which affected Shemaroo’s business -

Quarterly Results Consolidated figures in Rs. Crore
Particulars

Jun14

Sep14

Sales

64.49

84.96

Dec14
87.28

Mar15
86.82

Jun15

Sep15

77.63

93.52

Dec15
101

Mar16

Jun16

Sep16

Dec16

102.91

95.87

113.55

113.54

Mar17
98.64

Home Entertainment – Home entertainment is the oldest and smallest active revenue stream of
Shemaroo, it involves distribution of DVDs and Blu-Ray’s through various distribution stores (not
owned by Shemaroo), it contributes less than 5% of the revenue and is de-growing and on the verge of
extinction across the industry due to the migration of consumption from physical to digital mediums
(syndication and internet).
New Media – as the name itself suggests new media is the newest and fastest growing revenue stream
of Shemaroo contributing 22% of the revenue (as of 2017) and growing at a pace of 44% for the last 6
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years, it involves monetizing content mainly through two mediums i.e. Internet and Mobile which
roughly contribute 45% : 55% ‘New Media’ revenue respectively –
a) Internet – Shemaroo has agreements & partnerships with various internet video platforms like
YouTube, Hotstar, Hooq, Apple iTunes, Google Play, Netflix etc. for distributing its content
library, the most successful and majority contributor in this segment is the YouTube platform.
Shemaroo is amongst the top 10
most viewed Indian YouTube
channel partner, it has more than 40
channels at YouTube with aggregate
views exceeding 7 Billion. Shemaroo
Channels gets around 100 million
views every month, which makes up
for an average of 3-4 million views
each day.
In fact Shemaroo beats the likes of EROS (with relatively newer content
and a library of 2000 titles), Balaji
Telefilms, YRF, Ultra, Rajshri etc. in
terms of total views received by the network.
b) Mobile & Telecom – Shemaroo also distributes imagery, video, caller tones, and full songs
through MVAS services to various telecom operators either through its own portals or through
the portals of telecom operators. Shemaroo also partnered with Playboy magazines in the year
2015 for a period of 17 months to sell its content (imagery, videos) through MVAS services to
customers of various telecom operators.
There has been industry-wide tailwinds for digital media consumption– with growing penetration
of smart phone’s, reducing cost of handsets, bigger and better displays, features tailored for better
content consumption on phones, reducing cost of internet especially after the entry of Relaince Jio,
government initiatives in this space with advent of projects like Rail Wi-Fi – it is no big thing to
make-out that the internet consumption and hence along with it the digital advertising,
especially in the video segment is bound to grow at a stupendous pace.
Following table shows the growth of advertising industry
Advertizing Revenues: size
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Overall Industry Size
(INR Billion)
(For Calendar Years)
TV
Print
Digital Advertising
OOH
Radio
Total

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Growth in 2016 over 2015

116
139.4
15.4
17.8
11.5
300.1

124.8 135.9 154.9 181.3 201.2
149.6 162.6 176.4 189.3 201.3
21.7 30.1 43.5 60.1 76.9
18.2 19.3
22 24.4 26.1
12.7 14.6 17.2 19.8 22.7
327 362.5
414 474.9 528.2

11.00%
6.30%
28.00%
7.00%
14.60%
11.20%

Source: KPMG in India's analysis and estimates, 2016-17

While the entire industry has not even doubled, digital advertising has grown 5 times in the past six
years. FICCI-KPMG and various other industry estimates expect this trend to grow even stronger –
with an estimated CAGR of 31% for the next 5 years – although not to take any number at its face
value however its isn’t very difficult to see that digital advertising will remain the fastest growing
segment by a good margin in the advertising space.
Some more interesting points to note about New Media business are –






It has better operating margins, in fact the nature of business of Shemaroo is such that once
it has acquired content which is a fixed cost – irrespective of Shemaroo’s monetization in
most cases it stands to Shemaroo’s benefit to monetize that content through more and
more platforms – and one such platform is New Media where Shemaroo has not much
additional expense to upload content on YouTube or any other platform, and hence
majority of revenue flows down to additional profits which kicks-in operating leverage.
The working capital cycle (mainly receivables days) for New Media business is far lesser than
that of Traditional Media, while Traditional Media has receivable days of 180-200 days –
due to the industry wide trend of receiving delayed payments from big broadcasting
partners like – Star, Sony, Zee, etc. – New Media has receivable days of 60-90 days, this
stands as a major benefit to Shemaroo as most of its capital is blocked in acquiring and
monetizing content and a good chunk of that capital is in form of short-term borrowings
which leads to huge interest payments.
Together as New Media business grows as a percentage of total revenue it will lead to
improving margins for the entire business.

Quantitative Analysis
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Shemaroo’s accounting policy is quite peculiar to the nature of its business, while we have already
talked about the different revenue streams and their varying pace, what’s important here is to
understand what – ‘Inventory’ and ‘Cost of Materials Consumed’ mean for Shemaroo.
From our discussions until now it is quite clear that Shemaroo’s core asset for running its operations
isn’t – land, building, plant or machinery but its content library, which stays with Shemaroo for an
average life of 5 years in case of aggregated rights and perpetually in case of perpetual content.
However accounting principles dictate that the copyrights of movies be stated as Inventory despite its
nature being similar to that of the fixed assets in this business.
For the sake of our understanding let us for once assume that copyrights are stated as fixed asset and
not as inventory, as mentioned earlier that average life of an aggregated right is 5 years which means
that more or less 1/5th of the aggregated library expires every year – meaning out of 3400 titles 1/5th of
2500 titles i.e. around 500 titles or 1/7th of the library is up for renewal every year – and Shemaroo has
to keep on reinvesting in the library in order to maintain its position as one of the largest content
aggregators in the country. Although 1/7th of the library is up for renewal every year – this isn’t
charged as depreciation or amortization as accounting principles don’t depreciate inventory (except for
special situations), in fact this write-off isn’t directly shown in P&L at all – but it can be calculated in the
following way –


Shemaroo records the purchase of copyrights and the associated ‘Work Cost’ under the
heading of ‘Cost of Materials Consumed’ in the P&L statement, this along with the ‘Change in
Inventories’ and Inventory figure can give us the Write-off of the library every year i.e.
Opening Balance + Purchase - Write-off = Closing Balance; hence
Write-off = Opening Balance + Purchase – Closing Balance

Particulars
Purchases

2017
320

2016
286.5

2015
273.7

2014
212.1

2013
169.7

2012
142.5

2011
97.5

Aggregate
1502

Work Costs

36.5

32.7

17.3

8.1

6.9

6.7

6

114

356.5

319.2

291

220.2

176.6

149.2

103.5

1616

Changes in Inventories

112.8

95.8

88.2

54

49.5

43.7

1.6

Written-off

203.3

190.6

183.8

160.5

120.1

98.7

95.8

Inventory

500.4

383.7

287.8

198

146.4

96.9

53.1

Cost
of
Consumed

Materials
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Write-off/Purchases (%)

64%

67%

67%

76%

71%

69%

98%

Write-off /Pr. Yr. Inventory 53%
(%)

66%

93%

110%

124%

186%

186%

It is quite easy to make out from the following table that content aggregation business requires repetitive
investments, and a large part of it goes into just maintaining the library at its current levels.
Following table very well explains the Rights Accounting Policy of Shemaroo
Aggregated
Specific Rights

Long Term Rights (>10 years)
Bundled Rights

First 5 years – 65% of cost
amortized from the year of
sale

Next 5 years – 35%
of the cost
amortized from the
year of sale.

If only Satellite or For Digital/Home Video *Satellite Rights – 90% of the
Overseas
Rights
are Rights
cost amortized in the year of
acquired
then
100%
sale
amortized in the first year
of sale.
*Catalogues amortized *Digital/Home Video rights –
equally in 5 years
10% of the cost amortized
over 5 years.
*New Titles – 70% cost
amortized in first year
itself, rest in the
following 4 years.

The following accounting policy in my opinion is appropriate as it amortizes all or majority of the cost in the first
year itself for various rights - while the subsequent revenues will flow in the coming years also (depending upon
the nature of deal that Shemaroo has participated in, generally in Broadcast Syndication there is an up-front
payment with subsequent installments, while digital media is a recurring revenue stream), and these policies
have remained consistent throughout the years.
One more interesting back-of-the-hand calculation is to see the huge percentage of write-offs as compared to
the Inventory (Opening balance for the current year) value mentioned in the table on previous page, while
earlier in our discussion we concluded that only 1/5th of the Inventory is up for renewal every year. The rough
calculations vary by a large margin, representing that a large amount of the value of copyrights is amortized in
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the initial year itself – and as the company is in a full-fledged investment-mode trying to accumulate as much
content as possible, this number seems even higher. As Shemaroo acquires huge quantity of content and
monetizes it, there is large amortization, in fact the large amortization can also be used as a proxy to judge
that the monetization for acquired content has already begun and hence there is huge amount of
amortization.
Now that we have established the basic accounting sense let’s look at the major cost of business as a percentage
of Sales
Particulars

2017

Write-off + Work Costs
as a % of Sales

2016

243.7
59%

223.4
61%

2015
202.8
64%

2014
166.2
65%

2013
127.1
62%

2012
105.5
58%

2011
101.9
66%

We can see that these expenses have reduced and hence resulted in better operating margins with the advent
of ‘New Media’ business –
Particulars
Sales
Expenses
Operating
Profits
OPM

Mar-09

Mar-10

Mar-11

Mar-12

Mar-13

Mar-14

Mar-15

Mar-16

TTM

104.32

101.68

158.24

182.01

214.74

264.61

323.45

374.9

421.6

99.05

84.16

124.05

135.46

157.4

199.66

236.18

265.06

297.96

5.27
5.05%

17.52
17.23%

34.19
21.61%

46.55
25.58%

57.34
26.70%

64.95
24.55%

87.27
26.98%

109.84
29.30%

123.64
29.49%

Du Pont Analysis
DU PONT
PAT%
Sales Turnover
Leverage
ROE%

9-Mar
-12.90%
0.54
2.52
-17.40%

10-Mar
0.30%
0.48
2.72
0.40%

11-Mar
8.60%
0.7
2.52
15.10%

12-Mar
11.50%
0.67
2.16
16.60%
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13-Mar
10.90%
0.73
1.99
15.80%

14-Mar
10.30%
0.64
2.36
15.60%

15-Mar
12.70%
0.66
1.54
12.90%

16-Mar
13.90%
0.61
1.68
14.30%
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It is quite clear that in future Shemaroo’s ROE growth will be driven through increasing PAT margins with the
advent of New Media, and as the company is in Investment-mode currently it’s difficult to increase Sales
Turnover, however once the pace of investment normalizes (in the coming 2 years according to the
management) the Sales Turnover should increase contributing to increasing ROE%.
Cash Flows
In accounting terms Shemaroo generates negative cash flows from operations, however if we adjust cash flows
according to our understanding and treat investments in Inventory as Capex instead of Opex – the CFO turns out
to be positive, following table shows the adjustment of adding back Inventory to operating Cash Flows before
working capital changes –
Particulars

16-Mar

15-Mar

14-Mar

13-Mar

12-Mar

11-Mar

CFO

-42.05

-29.38

-17.53

-1.1

15.07

23.04

PAT

52.15

40.92

27.16

23.44

20.94

13.63

Operating Profit Before Working Capital
Changes
110.8

87.5

65.12

58.47

50.2

35.4

Adding Back: Inventories
Adjusted CFO

88.1
58.72

51.9
34.37

49.5
48.4

43.7
58.77

1.7
24.74

95.8
53.75

This Capex will be then transferred to CFI according to our understanding.
However the business isn’t generating any Free Cash flows, because currently the business is in
investment mode and in requirement of capital.
Challenges to the investment thesis –
Shemaroo is the largest player in pure content aggregation and distribution space, and has little
competition with regards to its business model and industry positioning, however the main challenge
to this investment thesis can be the very foundation of Shemaroo’s business model. Shemaroo’s
discipline of investing only in secondary cycle and relatively in-expensive content prohibits it from
acquiring the newer, more exclusive, and better content – this discipline is justified when we look at its
economics and from Shemaroo’s business model point-of-view, however in the end Shemaroo’s
content is competing with each and every piece of content out there – which also include abundant of
expensive, more exclusive and better content, and with the debut of international players like Netflix
and Amazon Prime in India – with their marquee library and unlimited resources, Shemaroo’s fight for
the end-users attention just got a lot more difficult. Although there are sweet spots here too which
Shemaroo enjoys – like syndication of content for non-prime slots where relatively poor content is
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broadcasted, or ad-based internet models (YouTube) and perpetual library combination, and although
Netflix and Amazon Prime also represent two additional platforms for Shemaroo to distribute content
(out of which one Shemaroo is already utilizing), however the scalability of these sweet spots is also
limited.
Although Shemaroo is the best candidate for investment – if one shares the same philosophy as
management for mitigating the risk of content creation and just participating in aggregation and
distribution, however while investing in Shemaroo, one is also betting that Shemaroo will be able to
survive and co-exist with much more exclusive content and content providers, while growing
comfortably in its space.

Note: The Company is not a Registered Investment Advisor, Broker/Dealer, Financial Analyst, Financial Bank,
Securities Broker or Financial Planner. These are purely our opinions and we recommend you do your own
research before investing.
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